In the past years, EMU English Department graduates have gone to Graduate Studies at the following universities:

Amherst College (PhD)
Arizona State University (PhD)
California College of the Arts (MFA)
Carnegie Mellon University (PhD)
Catholic University (fast track PhD, full ride)
Goddard College (MFA)
Louisiana State University (PhD)
Loyola University (Chicago) (MA)
Michigan State University (PhD)
Northern Michigan University (MA; full ride)
Rutgers University (PhD, MFA)
School of the Art Institute in Chicago (MFA)
State University of New York (SUNY) at Buffalo (PhD)
University of California at Berkeley (PhD)
University of California at Riverside (PhD)
University of Chicago, Illinois (PhD)
University of Florida (PhD)
University of Ohio (PhD)
University of Oklahoma, Tulsa (PhD)
University of Iowa (PhD)
University of Maryland (PhD)
University of Michigan (PhD, MFA)
University of Minnesota (MA)
University of New Mexico (PhD)
University of North Carolina at Greensboro (MFA)
University of Pennsylvania (PhD)
University of Southern Illinois (PhD)
University of Toledo (MA)
University of West England (PhD)
Wayne State University (MA, PhD)
Western Michigan University (PhD)

2010-13 EMU Undergraduates and MAs went on to the following MA, PhD, MFA Programs:

Colorado State U
George Mason U (Adam Mitchell, Lindsey MacDonald)
George Washington U (Emily Russell)
Illinois State U
Indiana U
Kent State U (Melissa Pompili)
Students also got into:
DuQuesne U
Purdue U
Southern Methodist U
U of Cambridge UK
U of Illinois, Chicago
U of Pittsburgh

Louisiana State U
McMaster U (Ontario, CA) (Patrick Manning)
Michigan State U (Evan Lee, Abdulhamit Arvas, Michael Shumway)
Northwestern U
Notre Dame U
Ohio University (Carrie Ann Knauss)
Queen’s U (Ontario, CA) (David Florence)
SUNY-Buffalo (Brad Romans, Martin Goffeney)
U of Aberdeen, Scotland
U of Chicago
U of Denver
U of Florida (Mikayla Beaudrie)
U of Illinois, Chicago (Melissa Jasperse – MA in Museum Studies)
U of Kansas
U of Michigan (Tony Gillum)
U of Oregon (Alexis Kielb)
U of Oxford
U of Texas-Austin
U of Tennessee
U of Toronto
U of Tulsa
U of Western England (Gorka Diaz)
U of Wisconsin-Madison
UC London, UK (Kelli Massa)
UC Santa Barbara